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Annexure I
Sr. No

Item Name

Specifications

1

Apparatus for
Verification of
Clarke's Maxwell
Reciprocal
Theorem

1.Apparatus should consist of a mild steel beam 100cm long and
1.25cm x 4mm in cross section with graduation at every 10cm along
the length.
2. It should be supported on two knife edge metallic supports 70cm
apart with a 30cm overhang on one side.
3. Reciprocal theorem can be verified by direct measurements of
the deflections of various points with the help of a dial gauge due to
a load placed at the reciprocal points.
4. Instead of dial gauge, One LVDT and One Load cell with digital
indicator will be affixed one supplied with the apparatus.
5. Apparatus to be supplied should be complete with a supporting
metal stand with strong base and a set of required weights.

2

Two hinged arch
apparatus

1.The mild steel model have a span of 100cm and rise 25cm. Both
ends should have hinge but one of the ends should also be free to
move longitudinally.
2. A lever arrangement may be fitted at this end for the application
of known horizontal inward force for measuring the horizontal thrust.
Along the horizontal span of the arch various points are marked at
equidistant for the application of load. This being a statically
indeterminate structure of the first degree.
3.Instead of dial gauge, One LVDT and One Load cell with digital
indicator will be affixed should be supplied with the apparatus.This
model is complete with a supporting stand and a set of weights.

3

Three Hinged
Arch Apparatus

1.The mild steel model has a span of 100cm and rise 25cm with
hinges at supports and crown. One of the ends should rests on
rollers. Along the horizontal span of the arch various points are
marked at equidistant for the application of load.
2. This being a statically determinate structure, the horizontal thrust
developed under the action of any load system can be theoretically
calculated and will also be measured directly by neutralizing the
outward movement of the roller end.
3.Instead of dial gauge, One Load cell with digital indicator will be
affixed be supplied with the apparatus. Apparatus is complete with
a supporting metal stand with strong base and a set of weights.

4

Deflection of
Truss Apparatus

1. Apparatus consists of 4 panels of a PRATT truss, each panel
being 40cm in horizontal direction and 30cm in vertical direction.
2. Load can be applied on each panel point. All tension members
are provided with detachable springs so as to obtain appreciable
deformation of the member.
3.Direction of the diagonal members may be changed. Apparatus
can be used to illustrate visually the nature of forces set up in
various members of the Truss.
4.Instead of dial gauge, Three LVDT with digital indicator will be
affixed one with the apparatus. Apparatus is supplied complete with
a supporting stand and a set of weights.

5

Curved Member
Apparatus

1. The apparatus consists of a steel bar which is used to make the
different curved members Viz. circle, semicircle with straight arm, a
quadrant of a circle and quadrant of a circle with straight arm.
The bottom ends of the members are fixed to the base. Under the
application of load at free end, its horizontal and vertical deflection
can be measured with the help of dial gauges.
2. Apparatus is supplied with a supporting metal stand and One
LVDT and One Load cell with digital indicator will be affixed.

6

Behaviour of
Column and
Struts Apparatus

1. The apparatus consists of four high quality spring steel columns
which are put along a vertical wooden board.
2.These four columns have different end conditions as below: Both
ends pinned; Both ends fixed; One end pinned and other fixed;
One end fixed and other end free.
3. Apparatus should supplied complete with a supporting metal
stand and a set of weights. 4.A digital Weighing Balance of 6 kg
capacity

7

Unsymmetrical
Bending
Apparatus

1. The apparatus consists of a mild steel angle of size 1" x 1" x 1/8"
or in equivalent metric units of length 80cm is tied as a cantilever
beam.
2. The beam should be fixed at one end such that the rotation of
450 intervals can be given and clamped such that the principal axis
of its cross-section may be inclined at any angle with the horizontal
and vertical planes. Also arrangement may be provided to apply
vertical load at the free end of the cantilever and to measure
horizontal and vertical deflection of the free end.
3. Instead of dial gauge, Two LVDT with digital indicator will be
supplied with the apparatus.
4. Apparatus should supplied complete with a supporting stand and
a set of weights.

8

Redundant joint
apparatus

1. The apparatus consists of three suspension members (spring
balances) of different stiffness which are jointed at a point to form
the redundant joint. The upper end of the suspension members
being tied in a position to a vertical wooden board.
2. Arrangement is provided to apply a vertical load at the joint and
to measure its horizontal and vertical displacement on a paper and
also elongations and forces in the suspension members by the help
of dial gauges.
3. Instead of dial gauge, Two LVDT and One Load cell with digital
indicator will be affixed with a supporting metal stand and a set of
weights.

9

Elastic Properties
of Deflected
Beam Apparatus

1. The apparatus consists of a rust proof mild steel beam 2.5cm x
3mm in cross section and 100cm long, pinned to two supports
70cm apart situated symmetrically.
2. One of the ends can be fixed or given a known slope by applying
a known moment at the end with the help of suspended loads. At
the other end also a known moment can be applied.
3. Vertical loads can be applied at various points along the span of
the beam.
4. Instead of dial gauge, Two LVDT with digital indicator will be

affixed with the apparatus.
5. Apparatus should be supplied complete with a supporting strong
metal stand with thick base and a set of required weights.
10

"Deflection of
beam

Working model with dial gauge and magnetic base of weight set,
complete all accessories with operating manual. One Set Dial gauge
(Mercer-Make) 25mm travel& Magnetic Base

11

"Portal Frame

1.Working model with dial gauge and magnetic base of weight set,
complete all accessories with operating Manual. 2.Model should
demonstrate the behavior of portal frame under vertical loading
placed at different points of this span. Under a central point load, the
deflected form of the portal should illustrate the presence of hogging
moment near the top corner and sagging moment under 3. Load as
well as in the two legs of portal. There shall be no side sway. If the
load is placed eccentrically the frame sways to the opposite side and
there will be some change in curvature of the members indicating
changes in the size of the moment. One Set Dial gauge (MercerMake) 25mm travel & Magnetic Base.

12

"Suspension
Bridge

1 Apparatus should consists of two mild steel cables0.5 cm diameter
in cross section and 150cm long, pinned to two supports 90cm
apart situated Symmetrically. 2. One of the ends can be converted
to a roller by applying a known load at the end with the help of
suspended pulley system. Vertical loads can be applied at various
points along the span of the beam. 3. A dial gauge (Mercer-Make)
with 25mm travel (with a magnetic base) may be supplied with the
apparatus. 4. Apparatus to be supplied should be complete with a
Supporting stand and a set of weights. 5. One Set Dial gauge
(Mercer-Make) 25mm travel & Magnetic Base.

13

Data Logger with
Software and PC

Any equipment connected with LVDT and Load cell can be
connecting through data logger and the data can be transfer to the
PC with suitable software (window base). Software is capable to
store the data/calculate the data and draw the graph as the
requirement of experiment thus charges of software will be extra.

14

Digital table top
Weighing
machine

1. Weighing machine which can measure 100 kg maximum weight
with 5-gram precision. It should consist a rechargeable battery for
best in minimum 48 hours of battery backup and directly plug-in 220
V power cord. Size of weighing platform should be minimum 300mm
x 300mm 2. Machine should be crafted with a durable heavy duty
mild steel with rust proof coating or stainless steel 3. A large LED
display with wide 180 degree viewing angle.

15

Steel bar cut off /
chop saw
machine

A powerful 14” cutting machine with chop saw design, useful for
heavy duty industrial cutting of metal bars and angles with motor of
220V and 2000-2200 watt

